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Shadow on the Crown 2013-02-07 a rich tale of power and
forbidden love revolving around a young medieval queen in
1002 fifteen year old emma of normandy crosses the narrow sea
to wed the much older king athelred of england whom she
meets for the first time at the church door thrust into an
unfamiliar and treacherous court with a husband who mistrusts
her stepsons who resent her and a bewitching rival who covets
her crown emma must defend herself against her enemies and
secure her status as queen by bearing a son determined to
outmaneuver her adversaries emma forges alliances with
influential men at court and wins the affection of the english
people but her growing love for a man who is not her husband
and the imminent threat of a viking invasion jeopardize both
her crown and her life based on real events recorded in the
anglo saxon chronicle shadow on the crown introduces readers
to a fascinating overlooked period of history and an
unforgettable heroine whose quest to find her place in the
world will resonate with modern readers
Sanguinet's Crown 2015-10-20 harry claude s is on the move at
last meet me at strand hall near horsham in sussex tell no one in
haste trader it is this urgent message that brings together all the
major characters from patricia veryan s previous regency novels
in the sanguinet saga for the most thrilling adventure yet the
year is 1817 and claude sanguinet is restless again his past
machinations include an unsuccessful plot to overthrow the
british government by kidnapping the prince regent sanguine
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is determined not to fail again this time he will do away with
prince george altogether
Shadow on the Crown 2013 marrying the much older king of
england in the year 1002 sixteen year old emma of normandy is
surrounded by a treacherous court and regarded as a threat by
her husband before drawing on her wits to gain a few friends
and protect her station
The Emma of Normandy 2-book Collection: Shadow on the
Crown and The Price of Blood 2015-08-13 the first two novels in
an epic series about queen emma of normandy set in 11th
century england when vikings are on the brink of invasion a
standout series of seduction war betrayal and unrequited love
from an outstanding new voice in historical fiction
Shadow on the Crown 2013 archaeology is one of our most
powerful sources of new information about the past about the
lives of our ancient and not so ancient ancestors the contributors
to women in antiquity consider the theoretical problems
involved in discerning what the archaeological evidence tells us
about gender roles in antiquity the book includes chapters on
the history of gender research historical texts mortuary analysis
household remains hierarchy and ethnoarchaeology with each
chapter teasing out the inherent difficulty in interpreting
ancient evidence as well as the promise of new understanding
women in antiquity offers a fresh accessible account of how we
might grasp the ways in which sexual roles and identities
shaped the past
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Women in Antiquity 2007-03-01 a breathtaking conclusion to
bracewell s emma of normandy trilogy brimming with
treachery heartache tenderness and passion as the english queen
confronts ambitious and traitorous councilors invading armies
and the danish king s power hungry concubine in the year 1012
england s norman born queen emma has been ten years wed to
an aging ruthless haunted king Æthelred the marriage is a
bitterly unhappy one between a queen who seeks to create her
own sphere of influence within the court and a suspicious king
who eyes her efforts with hostility and resentment but royal
discord shifts to grudging alliance when cnut of denmark with
the secret collusion of his english concubine elgiva invades
england at the head of a massive viking army amid the chaos of
war emma must outwit a fierce enemy whose goal is conquest
and outmaneuver the cunning elgiva who threatens all those
whom emma loves
The Steel Beneath the Silk 2022-09-13 an authoritative guide on
gender prehistory for researchers instructors and students in
anthropology archaeology and gender studies provides the most
up to date comprehensive coverage of gender archaeology with
an exclusive focus on prehistory offers critical overviews of
developments in the archaeology of gender over the last 30
years as well as assessments of current trends and prospects for
future research focuses on recent third wave approaches to the
study of gender in early human societies challenging
heterosexist biases and investigating the interfaces between
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gender and status age cognition social memory performativity
the body and sexuality features numerous regional and thematic
topics authored by established specialists in the field with
incisive coverage of gender research in prehistoric and
protohistoric cultures of africa asia europe the americas and the
pacific
A Companion to Gender Prehistory 2012-09-25 weaving the
past is the first comprehensive history of latin america s
indigenous women while concentrating mainly on native
women in mesoamerica and the andes it also covers indigenous
peoples in a variety of areas of south and central america
drawing on primary and secondary sources it argues that change
not continuity has been the norm for indigenous peoples whose
resilience in the face of complex and long term patterns of
cultural change is due in no small part to the roles actions and
agency of women
Weaving the Past 2005-09-02 in the centuries before the arrival
of europeans the pueblo world underwent nearly continuous
reorganization populations moved from chaco canyon and the
great centers of the mesa verde region to areas along the rio
grande the little colorado river and the mogollon rim where
they began constructing larger and differently organized
villages many with more than 500 rooms villages also tended to
occur in clusters that have been interpreted in a number of
different ways this book describes and interprets this period of
southwestern history immediately before and after initial
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european contact a d 1275 1600Ña span of time during which
pueblo peoples and culture were dramatically transformed it
summarizes one hundred years of research and archaeological
data for the pueblo iv period as it explores the nature of the
organization of village clusters and what they meant in
behavioral and political terms twelve of the chapters
individually examine the northern and eastern portions of the
southwest and the groups who settled there during the
protohistoric period the authors develop histories for settlement
clusters that offer insights into their unique development and
the variety of ways that villages formed these clusters these
analyses show the extent to which spatial clusters of large
settlements may have formed regionally organized alliances and
in some cases they reveal a connection between protohistoric
villages and indigenous or migratory groups from the preceding
period this volume is distinct from other recent syntheses of
pueblo iv research in that it treats the settlement cluster as the
analytic unit by analyzing how members of clusters of villages
interacted with one another it offers a clearer understanding of
the value of this level of analysis and suggests possibilities for
future research in addition to offering new insights on the
pueblo iv world the volume serves as a compendium of
information on more than 400 known villages larger than 50
rooms it will be of lasting interest not only to archaeologists but
also to geographers land managers and general readers
interested in pueblo culture
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The Protohistoric Pueblo World, A.D. 1275-1600 2004-07 this
volume is the first text to focus specifically on the archaeology of
domestic architecture covering major theoretical and
methodological developments over recent decades in areas like
social institutions settlement types gender status and power this
book addresses the developing understanding of where and how
people in the past created and used domestic space it will be a
useful synthesis for scholars and an ideal text for advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses in archaeology and
architecture the book covers the relationship of architectural
decisions of ancient peoples with our understanding of social and
cultural institutions includes cases from every continent and all
time periods from the paleolithic of europe to present day
african villages is ideal for the growing number of courses on
household archaeology social archaeology and historical and
vernacular architecture
Archaeology of Domestic Architecture and the Human Use of
Space 2016-06-16 vogue s special royal salute to queen elizabeth
ii and the house of windsor vogue like the royal family has been
through many evolutions of its own and to view her majesty s
life through the record of our pages is truly a document of
history edward enninful editor in chief of british vogue and
european director of vogue the crown in vogue is an
extensively illustrated tribute to the 70 year reign of queen
elizabeth ii and to the british royal family from the pages of
british vogue four monarchs crowned and uncrowned one
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abdication one royal investiture a jewel box of jubilees and
many many royal marriages british vogue has borne witness to
a century of royal history the crown in vogue is the magazine s
special royal salute to our longest serving monarch and her
assured and unwavering presence in the lives of a nation vogue
s first star photographer cecil beaton was entranced by the house
of windsor and the admiration was mutual a younger star
photographer antony armstrong jones left vogue to marry the
queen s sister and returned as lord snowdon the queen s cousin
vogue s lord lichfield proved an insightful photographer of royal
style along with many of vogue s fashion photographers
including horst norman parkinson and david bailey with visual
treasures from vogue s unrivaled archive and contributions
through the decades from the most perceptive of royal
commentators from evelyn waugh to zadie smith the crown in
vogue is the definitive authoritative portrait of queen elizabeth
ii s magnificent reign and of royalty in the modern age
Tres Rios Feasibility Study 2000 over the past few years public
attention focused on the jian ghomeshi trial the failings of judge
greg lenehan in the halifax taxi driver case and the judicial
disciplinary proceedings against former justice robin camp have
placed the sexual assault trial process under significant scrutiny
less than one percent of the sexual assaults that occur each year
in canada result in legal sanction for those who commit these
offences survivors often distrust and fear the criminal justice
process and as a result over ninety percent of sexual assaults go
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unreported unfortunately their fears are well founded in this
thorough evaluation of the legal culture and courtroom practices
prevalent in sexual assault prosecutions elaine craig provides an
even handed account of the ways in which the legal profession
unnecessarily and sometimes unlawfully contributes to the
trauma and re victimization experienced by those who testify as
sexual assault complainants gathering conclusive evidence from
interviews with experienced lawyers across canada reported
case law lawyer memoirs recent trial transcripts and defence
lawyers public statements and commercial advertisements
putting trials on trial demonstrates that despite prominent
contestations complainants are regularly subjected to abusive
humiliating and discriminatory treatment when they turn to
the law to respond to sexual violations in pursuit of trial
practices that are less harmful to sexual assault complainants as
well as survivors of sexual violence more broadly putting trials
on trial makes serious substantiated and necessary claims about
the ethical and cultural failures of the canadian legal profession
The Crown in Vogue 2022-10-11 bradley ensor shows how
kinship can be a valuable tool for archaeologists the archaeology
of kinship explains how kinship is relevant to contemporary
archaeological theory detailing methods appropriate for
archaeological analysis and provides long overdue solutions to
problems plaguing ethnological hypotheses on the origins and
contexts of kinship behaviors provided by publisher
Putting Trials on Trial 2018-02-16 the greatest unsolved
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mystery of the american southwest is the fate of the anasazi the
native peoples who in the eleventh century converged on chaco
canyon in today s southwestern new mexico and built what has
been called the las vegas of its day a flourishing cultural center
that attracted pilgrims from far and wide a vital crossroads of the
prehistoric world the anasazis accomplishments in agriculture in
art in commerce in architecture and in engineering were
astounding rivaling those of the mayans in distant central
america by the thirteenth century however the anasazi were
gone from chaco vanished what was it that brought about the
rapid collapse of their civilization was it drought pestilence war
forced migration mass murder or suicide for many years
conflicting theories have abounded craig childs draws on the
latest scholarly research as well as on a lifetime of adventure and
exploration in the most forbidding landscapes of the american
southwest to shed new light on this compelling mystery
The Archaeology of Kinship 2013-12-05 ancient southwestern
mortuary practices chronicles the modal patterns diversity and
change of ancient mortuary practices from across the us
southwest and northwest mexico over four thousand years of
prehispanic occupation the volume summarizes new
methodological approaches and theoretical issues concerning the
meaning and importance of burial practices to different peoples
at different times throughout the ancient greater southwest
chapters focus on normative mortuary patterns the range of
variability of mortuary patterns how the contexts of burials
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reflect temporal shifts in ideology and the ways in which
mortuary rituals behaviors and funerary treatments fulfill
specific societal needs and reflect societal beliefs contributors
analyze extensive datasets archived and accessible on the digital
archaeological record tdar from various subregions structurally
standardized and integrated with respect to biological and
cultural data ancient southwestern mortuary practices together
with the full datasets preserved in tdar is a rich resource for
comparative research on mortuary ritual for indigenous
descendant groups cultural resource managers and archaeologists
and bioarchaeologists in the greater southwest and other regions
contributors nancy j akins jessica i cerezo román mona c charles
patricia a gilman lynne goldstein alison k livesay dawn mulhern
ann stodder m scott thompson sharon wester catrina banks
whitley
House of Rain 2007-02-22 it is one of the great mysteries in the
archaeology of the americas the depopulation of the northern
southwest in the late thirteenth century ad considering the
numbers of people affected the distances moved the permanence
of the departures the severity of the surrounding conditions and
the human suffering and culture change that accompanied them
the abrupt conclusion to the farming way of life in this region is
one of the greatest disruptions in recorded history much new
paleoenvironmental data and a great deal of archaeological
survey and excavation permit the fifteen scientists represented
here much greater precision in determining the timing of the
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depopulation the number of people affected and the ways in
which northern pueblo peoples coped and failed to cope with
the rapidly changing environmental and demographic
conditions they encountered throughout the 1200s in addition
some of the scientists in this volume use models to provide
insights into the processes behind the patterns they find helping
to narrow the range of plausible explanations what emerges
from these investigations is a highly pertinent story of conflict
and disruption as a result of climate change environmental
degradation social rigidity and conflict taken as a whole these
contributions recognize this era as having witnessed a
competition between differing social and economic organizations
in which selective migration was considerably hastened by
severe climatic environmental and social upheaval moreover
the chapters show that it is at least as true that emigration led to
the collapse of the northern southwest as it is that collapse led to
emigration
Ancient Southwestern Mortuary Practices 2020-08-03 based on
actual sometimes exclusive materials the colour of injustice raises
questions about politics and the judiciary in post second world
war northern ireland describing parallel worlds of power and
influence this book the first on the case shows corruption at its
most disturbing justice at its most deficient the case of ian hay
gordon involves a miscarriage of justice brought about in
circumstances of privilege patronage and the social and religious
divides existing in northern ireland in the decades following
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world war ii it lifts the lid on a world in which institutions
operated against a backdrop of behind the scenes influences and
manipulation in which nothing is what it seems due to hidden
allegiances walls of silence and a multitude of competing
agendas spanning religious sectarian and authoritarian interests it
is also a case in which despite the framing of an innocent man
there was sufficient concern that he might not be guilty that a
way had to be found to ensure that he did not end up on the
gallows hence the twists turns and manipulations of a tragic
story that was to see a young and until then medically fit raf
officer confined to a mental institution for a large part of his life
behind this bizarre sequence of events sits the tragic death of
patricia curran the daughter of a high court judge killed in the
grounds of their home or was she murdered elsewhere a refusal
to admit investigators to glen house whiteabbey belfast where
blood was many years later discovered beneath a carpet delay in
calling the police private removal of the body a knee jerk arrest
and other mysterious events surrounding a case in which no
proper investigation of the crime scene or other potential
suspects took place excerpt the formal processes of criminal
justice and the techniques of police interrogation apart the
investigative process is revealed to have been forensically
incompetent the identity of patricia curran s killer remains
unknown and thanks to the performance of various members of
the dramatis personæ in this tragedy it may ever remain so
nonetheless it may be possible with some accuracy to conjecture
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who the murderer might have been john hostettler is one of the
uk s leading legal biographers having written over 20
biographies and other books on legal history with richard braby
he was the author of the acclaimed and highly successful sir
william garrow his life times and fight for justice as reflected in
the bbc tv series garrow s law
Leaving Mesa Verde 2013-11-15 hinterlands and regional
dynamics in the ancient southwest is the first volume dedicated
to understanding the nature of and changes in regional social
autonomy political hegemony and organizational complexity
across the entire prehistoric american southwest with
geographic coverage extending from the great plains to the
colorado river and from mesa verde to the international border
the volumeÕs ten case studies synthesize research that enhances
our understanding of the ancient southwestÕs highly variable
demographic land use and economic histories for this volume
ÒhinterlandsÓ are those areas whose archaeological records do
not disclose the ceramic architectural and network evidence that
initially led to the establishment of the hohokam chaco and casas
grandes regional systems employing a variety of perspectives
such as the cultural landscapes approach heterarchy and the
common pool resource model as well as technical methods such
as petrographic and stylistic attribute analyses the volumeÕs
contributors explore variation in hinterland identities
subsistence ecology and sociopolitical organization as regional
systems expanded and contracted between the 9th and 14th
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centuries ad the hinterlands of the prehistoric southwest were
home to a substantial number of people and were often used as
resource catchments by the inhabitants of regional systems
importantly hinterlands also influenced developments of nearby
regional systems under whose footprint they managed to retain
considerable autonomy by considering the dynamics between
hinterlands and regional systems the volume reveals
unappreciated aspects of the ancient southwestÕs peoples and
their lives thereby deepening our awareness of the regionÕs
rich and complicated cultural past
The Colour of Injustice 2013-11-01 in he is a glutton and a
drunkard deviant consumption in the hebrew bible rebekah
welton uses interdisciplinary approaches to explore the social
and ritual roles of food and alcohol in late bronze age to persian
period syro palestine 1550 bce 400 bce this contextual backdrop
throws into relief episodes of consumption deemed to be
excessive or deviant by biblical writers welton emphasises the
social networks of the household in which food was entangled
arguing that household animals and ritual foodstuffs were social
agents challenging traditional understandings of sacrifice for the
first time the accusation of being a glutton and a drunkard deut
21 18 21 is convincingly re interpreted in its alimentary and
socio ritual contexts
Hinterlands and Regional Dynamics in the Ancient Southwest
2007-01-01 in planet taco jeffrey pilcher traces the historical
origins and evolution of mexico s national cuisine explores its
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incarnation as a mexican american fast food shows how surfers
became global pioneers of mexican food and how corona beer
conquered the world pilcher is particularly enlightening on
what the history of mexican food reveals about the uneasy
relationship between globalization and authenticity the burritos
and taco shells that many people think of as mexican were
actually created in the united states but pilcher argues that the
contemporary struggle between globalization and national
sovereignty to determine the authenticity of mexican food goes
back hundreds of years during the nineteenth century mexicans
searching for a national cuisine were torn between nostalgic
creole hispanic dishes of the past and french haute cuisine the
global food of the day indigenous foods were scorned as unfit for
civilized tables only when mexican american dishes were
appropriated by the fast food industry and carried around the
world did mexican elites rediscover the foods of the ancient
maya and aztecs and embrace the indigenous roots of their
national cuisine
‘He is a Glutton and a Drunkard’: Deviant Consumption in the
Hebrew Bible 2020-02-17 access to new plants and consumer
goods such as sugar tobacco and chocolate from the beginning of
the sixteenth century onwards would massively change the
way people lived especially in how and what they consumed
while global markets were consequently formed and provided
access to these new commodities that increasingly became
important in the old world especially with regard to the
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establishment early modern consumer societies this book brings
together specialists from a range of historical fields to analyse the
establishment of these commodity chains from the americas to
europe as well as their cultural implications
Planet Taco 2017-02-14 describes the university of arizona
archaeological field school at grasshopper pueblo in northern
arizona its excavation of a five hundred room mogollon pueblo
occupied during the 1300s ad and the intellectual debates the
major project engendered
Letters of Agar Adamson, 1914 to 1919, Lieutenant Colonel,
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 1997 assesses the scale
and impact of ancestral hopi migrations including the origin and
spread of roosevelt red ware and examines the archaeological
record of homol ovi presenting evidence that the ancient
inhabitants of the winslow arizona area were immigrants from
the hopi mesas
Transatlantic Trade and Global Cultural Transfers Since 1492
2019-07-31 offers comprehensive treatment of thomas hobbes s
thought providing readers with different ways of
understanding hobbes as a systematic philosopher as one of the
founders of modern political philosophy thomas hobbes is best
known for his ideas regarding the nature of legitimate
government and the necessity of society submitting to the
absolute authority of sovereign power yet hobbes produced a
wide range of writings from translations of texts by homer and
thucydides to interpretations of biblical books to works devoted
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to geometry optics morality and religion hobbes viewed himself
as presenting a unified method for theoretical and practical
science an interconnected system of philosophy that provides
many entry points into his thought a companion to hobbes is an
expertly curated collection of essays offering close textual
engagement with the thought of thomas hobbes in his major
works while probing his ideas regarding natural philosophy
mathematics human nature civil philosophy religion and more
the companion discusses the ways in which scholars have tried
to understand the unity and diversity of hobbes s philosophical
system and examines the reception of the different parts of
hobbes s philosophy by thinkers such as rené descartes margaret
cavendish david hume and immanuel kant presenting a
diversity of fresh perspectives by both emerging and established
scholars this volume provides a comprehensive treatment of
hobbes s thought in his works including elements of law
elements of philosophy and leviathan explores the connecting
points between hobbes metaphysics epistemology mathematics
natural philosophy morality and civil philosophy offers readers
strategies for understanding how the parts of hobbes s
philosophical system fit together examines hobbes s philosophy
of mathematics and his attempts to understand geometrical
objects and definitions considers hobbes s philosophy in contexts
such as the natural state of humans gender relations and
materialist worldviews challenges conceptions of hobbes s moral
theory and his views about the rights of sovereigns part of the
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acclaimed blackwell companions to philosophy series a
companion to hobbes is an invaluable resource for scholars and
advanced students of early modern thought particularly those
from disciplines such as history of philosophy political
philosophy intellectual history history of politics political theory
and english
Thirty Years Into Yesterday 2005-01-01 homol ovi ii is a
fourteenth century ancestral hopi pueblo with over 700 rooms
although known by archaeologists since 1896 no systematic
excavations were conducted at the pueblo until 1984 this report
summarizes the findings of the excavations by the arizona state
museum of five rooms and an outside activity area which now
form the core of the interpretive program for homolovi ruins
state park the significant findings reported here are that the
excavated deposits date between a d 1340 and 1400 that nearly
all the decorated ceramics during this period were imported
from villages on the hopi mesas that cotton was a principal crop
which probably formed the basis of homol ovi ii s participation
in regional exchange that chipped stone was a totally expedient
technology in contrast to ground stone which was becoming
more diverse and that the katsina cult was probably present or
developing at homol ovi ii these findings from the basis for
future excavations that should broaden our knowledge of the
developments taking place in fourteenth century pueblo society
connecting the people whom archaeologists term the anasazi
with those calling themselves hopi
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Parliamentary Debates 1951 establishing a book club is a great
way to involve parents in promoting literacy to young readers
this book shows you how to start a book club in your school or
community and it provides bibliographies of literature resources
for children suggested topics and sample book club sessions help
you get started and an extensive bibliography arranged by
genre guides teachers parents and students in selecting reading
material chapters cover read alouds picture books horror stories
multicultural literature poetry science fiction nonfiction and
reference bibliotherapy and problem novels award winning
books biographies and books in a series for each genre the
authors offer a general overview suggest discussion questions
provide a bibliography and list resources for further reading
helpful internet addresses and additional topics are included in
the concluding chapter
Ancestral Hopi Migrations 2003-04 while ritual and archaic states
have both been prominent topics in recent archaeological studies
this is the first volume to combine both subjects by exploring
the varying nature expression and significance of ritual in
archaic states it compares archaic rituals across many different
cultures vijayanagara swahili lamu venice asante aztec ming
china oaxaca greece inca wari and chaco the contributors posit
that the nature of rituals the level of investment in rituals and
their sociopolitical significance can vary greatly from state to
state even among societies with similar levels of social
complexity population and spatial distribution highlighting the
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importance of ritual as an inherent part of a cultural narrative
and demonstrating how the study of ritual enables a better
understanding of diverse social groups this volume shows how
the location frequency and role of ritual differed significantly
across archaic states
A Companion to Hobbes 2021-09-28 in prehistoric societies
children comprised 40 65 of the population yet by default our
ancestral landscapes are peopled by adults who hunt gather fish
knap tools and make art but these adults were also parents
grandparents aunts and uncles who had to make space
physically emotionally intellectually and cognitively for the
infants children and adolescents around them growing up in the
ice age is a timely and evidence based look at the lived lives of
paleolithic children and the communities of which they were a
part by rendering these invisible children visible readers will
gain a new understanding of the paleolithic period as a whole
and in doing so will learn how children have contributed to the
biological and cultural entities we are today
Homol'ovi II 2015-10-01 these essays summarize the results of
new excavation and survey research at bandelier national
monument with special attention to determining why larger
sites appear when and where they do and how life in these
later villages and towns differed from life in the earlier small
hamlets that first dotted the pajarito in the mid 1100s
The Reading Connection 1997-02-15 the oxford handbook of
mesoamerican archaeology provides a current and
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comprehensive guide to the recent and on going archaeology of
mesoamerica though the emphasis is on prehispanic societies this
handbook also includes coverage of important new work by
archaeologists on the colonial and republican periods unique
among recent works the text brings together in a single volume
article length regional syntheses and topical overviews written
by active scholars in the field of mesoamerican archaeology the
first section of the handbook provides an overview of recent
history and trends of mesoamerica and articles on national
archaeology programs and practice in central america and
mexico written by archaeologists from these countries these are
followed by regional syntheses organized by time period
beginning with early hunter gatherer societies and the first
farmers of mesoamerica and concluding with a discussion of the
spanish conquest and frontiers and peripheries of mesoamerica
topical and comparative articles comprise the remainder of
handbook they cover important dimensions of prehispanic
societies from ecology economy and environment to social and
political relations and discuss significant methodological
contributions such as geo chemical source studies as well as new
theories and diverse theoretical perspectives the handbook
concludes with a section on the archaeology of the spanish
conquest and the colonial and republican periods to connect the
prehispanic proto historic and historic periods this volume will
be a must read for students and professional archaeologists as
well as other scholars including historians art historians
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geographers and ethnographers with an interest in mesoamerica
Ritual and Archaic States 2016-08-24 anthropological
archaeologists have long attempted to develop models that will
let them better understand the evolution of human social
organization in our search to understand how chiefdoms and
states evolve and how those societies differ from egalitarian
bands we have neglected to develop models that will aid the
understanding of the wide range of variability that exists
between them this volume attempts to fill this gap by exploring
social organization in tribal or autonomous village societies from
several different ethnographic ethnohistoric and archaeological
contexts from the pre pottery neolithic period in the near east to
the contemporary jivaro of amazonia
Growing Up in the Ice Age 2021-06-09 michael e whalen and
paul e minnis have worked extensively in the casas grandes
area and now offer new research arguing that it was not as
similar to the highly developed complex societies of
mesoamerica as has been thought in the first book of its kind in
25 years the authors analyze settlement pattern data from more
than 300 communities in the area surrounding casas grandes to
show that its medio period culture was a local development book
jacket
Archaeology of Bandelier National Monument 2004 a sweeping
account of medieval north america when indigenous peoples
confronted climate change few americans today are aware of
one of the most consequential periods in ancient north american
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history the medieval warm period of seven to twelve centuries
ago ad 800 1300 ce on every page of this book readers will be led
down the same paths walked by indigenous people a
millennium ago some trod by spanish conquistadors just a few
centuries later the book will follow the footsteps of priests
pilgrims traders and farmers who took great journeys made
remarkable pilgrimages and migrated long distances to new
lands along the way readers will discover a new history of a
continent that like today was being shaped by climate change or
controlled by ancient gods of wind and water through such
elemental powers the history of medieval america was a
physical narrative a long term natural and cultural experience
in which native people were entwined long before christopher
columbus arrived or hernan cortes conquered the aztecs the
book s dozen chapters cover a lot of ground focusing on some
remarkable parallels between pre contact american civilizations
separated by a thousand miles or more key archaeological sites
are featured in every chapter all of which link in an
evidentiary trail a great religious movement that swept
mesoamerica the southwest and the mississippi valley sometimes
because of worsening living conditions and sometimes by
improved agricultural yields thanks to global warming a
thousand years ago
The Oxford Handbook of Mesoamerican Archaeology 2012-08-22
foreign objects is a critical look at consumption through the lens
of indigenous knowledge and archeological theory provided by
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publisher
The Archaeology of Tribal Societies 2002-03-01 enriched with
findings from anthropological scholarship this book provides a
guide to childhood in different cultures past and present
Casas Grandes and Its Hinterland 2001-03
Gods of Thunder 2023
Foreign Objects 2017-04-11
The Anthropology of Childhood 2022-03-10
Biodiversity and Management of the Madrean Archipelago 1995
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